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HCR 3001 
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A concurrent resolution urging Congress to temporarily amend cargo carrying truck length 
and weight restrictions on state highways and interstates that are a part of the National 
Network to allow North Dakota and surrounding states to conduct a road train pilot 
program and to permanently amend the restrictions to allow road trains on the National 
Network highways and interstates if the pilot program is successful. 

Chairman Ruby opened the hearing on HB 3001at 9:00 AM. Roll call was taken-all 
members present.  

Discussion Topics: 
• Temporary allowance for pilot program for road trains on highways and

interstates.
• Benefits of road trains.
• Wear and tear on roads vs rail.
• Safety on highways with road trains.

Chris Joseph, Legislative Council, introduced the bill with neutral testimony on HCR 3001. 
(9:03) 

Matt Gardner, ND Motor Carriers Association, presented testimony #257 in support of 
HCR 3001. (9:09) 

Emmery Mehlolff, ND Farm Bureau, testified in support of HCR.3001 (9:13) 

Landis Larson, President of AFL-CIO, testified in opposition and submitted testimony #210 
and read testimony from Jim Chase, SMART-Transportation Division of the International 
Association of Sheet Metal, Air, Rail, and Transportation employees #211. (9:15) 

Wade Swenson, Dept. of Transportation, gave neutral testimony (#198) via ZOOM. (9:17) 

Chairman Ruby closed the hearing on HCR 3001. (9:30) 

Representative Jones moved amendment to change “move” to “meet” on Line 21. (9:30) 
Representative Weisz seconded the motion. 
Motion passed on a voice vote. 

Representative Kading moved a DO PASS as AMENDED.  
Representative Weisz seconded the motion.  
Roll call vote was taken.  (9:36) 

Representatives Vote 
Representative Dan Ruby Y 
Representative Tom Kading Y 
Representative Rick Becker Y 
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Representative Cole Christensen Y 
Representative LaurieBeth Hager N 
Representative Jared C. Hagert Y 
Representative Karla Rose Hanson N 
Representative Terry B. Jones Y 
Representative Emily O'Brien Y 
Representative Mark S. Owens N 
Representative Bob Paulson Y 
Representative Gary Paur N 
Representative Robin Weisz Y 
Representative Greg Westlind Y 

Motion passed. 10-4-0 
Representative Kading will carry the bill. 

Additional written testimony:  

Gene Ladoucer (#59) 

Chairman Ruby adjourned at 9:37. 

Jeanette Cook, Committee Clerk 



21.3005.02001 
Title.03000 

Adopted by the Transportation Committee 

January 7, 2021 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 3001 

Page 1, line 21, replace "move" with "meet" 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 21.3005.02001 



Com Standing Committee Report Module ID: h_stcomrep_02_016
January 8, 2021 8:30AM  Carrier: Kading 

Insert LC: 21.3005.02001 Title: 03000

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE
HCR  3001:  Transportation  Committee  (Rep.  D.  Ruby,  Chairman) recommends

AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS (10
YEAS, 4 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). HCR 3001 was placed on the Sixth
order on the calendar. 

Page 1, line 21, replace "move" with "meet"

Renumber accordingly
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January 6, 2021 

House Concurrent Resolution 3001 
House Transportation Committee 

TH DAKOTA MOTOR CARRIERS ASSOCIATION 

Chairman Ruby members of the House Transportation Committee my name is Matt Gardner and I am 
here representing the North Dakota Motor Carriers Association(NDMCA). NDMCA supports HCR 3001. 

The trucking industry is critical in transporting freight nationally and internationally. North Dakota 
trucking companies transport over 37,000 tons of freight per day. This industry provides over 28,000 
jobs across the state but still face significant driver shortage. It is estimat ed that there is a 900,000 truck 
driver shortage in the US. With the consistent demand of moving freight by truck and the shortage of 
drivers it is important to look at alternative ways to move freight. 

NDMCA supports the concept of road trains. Road train can move more freight with less drivers. 
NDMCA's concerns are the potential impacts on our road infrastructure and on safety. 

NDMCA supports HCR 3001 if considerations to safety and infrastructure are considered. Here ends my 
testimony and I will answer any questions. 

P.O. Box 874 • Bismarck, ND 58502-0874 • 701-223-2700 • www.ndmca.org 
To Promote and Represent the Motor Carrier Industry in North Dakot a 



North Dakota AFL-CIO 
1323 East Front Ave.  
Bismarck ND 58504 
llarson@ndaflcio.org 
701-526-8787

Testimony of Landis Larson, ND AFL-CIO President 
In Opposition of HCR 3001  

January 7, 2021 

Chairman Ruby and members of the House Transportation Committee: 
My name is Landis Larson, President of the North Dakota AFL-CIO. The North Dakota AFL-CIO 
is the federation of labor unions in North Dakota, representing the interests of all working people 
in our state. 

I am testifying on behalf of the North Dakota AFL-CIO in opposition to House Concurrent 
Resolution 3001.  

First and foremost, so-called “Road Trains” do not benefit working people, but only business. 
“Road Trains” increase the danger on the road, impacting working families while commuting to 
and from work, as well as those who put on many miles as part of their work duty. In North 
Dakota specifically, traffic fatalities already comprise a large number of deaths on the job, 
including some very close to our union family. All this while reducing road hours needed for 
those in the trucking industry to make ends meet.  

Secondly, “Road Trains” put an unnecessary strain on our already underfunded and crumbling 
infrastructure. It isn’t fair to taxpayers to foot the bill for an experiment that only benefits a few 
enterprises. We simply cannot put more load on our public transportation infrastructure without 
drastically increasing funding to maintain service standards, little alone investing in additional 
infrastructure that these “Road Trains” may require.  

Lastly, private industry has invested heavily in rail infrastructure in our state, which is a much 
more appropriate method for the transport of goods and materials. Not only are railroads 
intended to carry such loads, they also have the benefit of supporting good railroad jobs that 
workers can raise a family on, circulate wages in their community, and retire with dignity. 

I recommend a “Do Not Pass” on House Concurrent Resolution 3001. 

Respectfully Submitted,  
Landis Larson 
North Dakota AFL-CIO President 
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Testimony of Jim Chase 

In Opposition of HCR 3001 

January 7, 2021 

Chairman Ruby and members of the House Transportation Committee, my name is 

Jim Chase. I represent SMART-Transportation Division of the International 

Association of Sheet Metal, Air, Rail, and Transportation employees. SMART is the 

largest rail labor union in North America. Our membership includes conductors, 

engineers, switchmen, trainmen and yardmasters. I am a locomotive engineer for 

BNSF Railway at Mandan. 

This written testimony is in opposition to House Concurrent Resolution 3001. 

Over the years many states, either through official policy or by taking no action at 

all, have actually encouraged freight trucks to carry heavier and heavier loads. The 

wear and tear being generated by heavy trucks is worsening maintenance needs at 

a time when states are already underfunding road maintenance by billions of 

dollars. With the nation's truck traffic expected to increase dramatically over the 

next decade, it's a problem that will only get worse.  

The nation's economy depends on trucking, but that method of shipment comes with 

a price. Engineers estimate that a fully loaded truck--a five-axle rig weighing 80,000 

pounds, the interstate maximum--causes more damage to a highway than 5,000 

cars. Some road planners say that the toll is even higher:  it would take close to 

10,000 cars to equal the damage caused by one heavy truck. When the trucks are 

overloaded, as quite a few of them are, the damage is exponentially worse. 

Increasing a truck's weight to 90,000 pounds results in a 42 percent increase in road 

wear. Pavement designed to last 20 years wears out in seven. 

While the statement that track miles have decreased in the past in North Dakota is 

true, railroads have invested hundreds of millions of private dollars over the last 

decade into infrastructure, putting them in a position to move freight efficiently in 

the future and taking stress off our overburdened roadways. 

JIM CHASE 
State Legislative Director 

1910 N. 11TH ST., STE. 17 
BISMARCK, ND 58501 

(701) 223-0061 
utu4nd@gmail.com 

Transportation Division 
Dakotas Legislative Board 
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Testimony of Jim Chase 

In Opposition of HCR 3001 

January 7, 2021 

Here are some advantages of rail transport over road transport to consider: 

1. Rail transport is cost-effective. Shippers who convert long-haul freight from

road to rail can save from 10 to 40 percent. Rail has lower fuel costs compared to

road transport, especially when shipping a high volume of freight.

2. Shipping via train is more environmentally-friendly. Trains burn less fuel

per ton mile than trucks. According to the Association of American Railroads

(AAR), freight railroads can move one ton of freight an average of 479 miles on a

single gallon of fuel. On top of that, using rail transport over road transport can

lower greenhouse gas emissions by 75 percent.

3. Rail options provide access to capacity. The driver shortage, Hours of

Service restrictions, and current market demand can make it hard for shippers

to find a truck when they need it without paying an arm and a leg. Since rail

transport can be more efficient and doesn’t have the same kind of limitations,

this is a great way for shippers to find capacity.

In conclusion, heavier and longer trucks will have physical impact on roadways; 

therefore, the cost will ultimately end up being paid by the taxpayer. We have rail 

infrastructure in place to service the agriculture industry that is privately funded. 

Additional infrastructure will be required for long road trains, including places to 

park, refuel trucks, and provide rest stops for Hours of Service that are currently 

not available for long road trains. Who will bear the costs for these needed 

improvements?  

Currently road trains are used in remote areas of Australia where there is little 

vehicular traffic. There are many safety concerns associated with allowing road 

trains to operate on public highways that have yet to be resolved. Longer and 

heavier will equal increased stopping distances and difficulty in passing these 

longer truck trailers.  

I urge a do not pass on House Concurrent Resolution 3001. 

https://www.aar.org/issue/freight-rail-and-the-environment/
https://www.aar.org/issue/freight-rail-and-the-environment/


HOUSE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 
January 7, 2021 9:00 AM – 327E 

North Dakota Department of Transportation 
Wayde Swenson, P.E., Office of Operations Director 

HCR 3001 – Road Train Pilot Program 

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I’m Wayde Swenson, 
Office of Operations Director for the North Dakota Department of Transportation (DOT).  
I’m here today to give testimony on House Concurrent Resolution 3001. 

I would like to bring to the committee’s attention that Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
Administration has concerns that there currently is not a mechanism to test or license 
the driver or vehicle for “Road Train” truck combinations longer than the national 
standard of doubles or triples.  This concern is not addressed in this resolution. 

This concludes my testimony, and I am available to answer questions the committee 
may have.  Thank You. 
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January 5, 2021 

Representative Dan Ruby 
State Capitol  
600 E. Boulevard Ave. 
Bismarck, ND 58505 

Chairman Ruby and Members of the House Transportation Committee, 

AAA-The Auto Club Group (North Dakota) supports good public policy that grows our economy and will 
also support our principles of keeping roads safe and preserving the condition of roads and bridges. We are 
concerned, however, by the pilot project outlined in HRC 3001 that would allow trucks weighing 360,000 
pounds and as long as 200 feet – the configuration called a “road train” -- to travel throughout North Dakota. 

AAA has been opposed to heavier and longer trucks for a number of years. Studies have clearly shown that 
as weight and length are added, these vehicles become more dangerous to our members and the motoring 
public at large. In addition, our members, as taxpayers, will be in the position of paying for the road and 
bridge damage that this heavier and longer configuration would cause. 

Our bridges here in North Dakota already rank 9th worst in the nation, by percentage, with 4,329 bridges in 
fair/poor condition.  That is over 10 percent of all bridges statewide, according to the 2019 Federal Highway 
Administration report. The proposed road trains will only make the situation worse and increase the burden 
on taxpayers. 

AAA’s responsibly, like that of our elected officials, is to put the safety of our state’s residents first. Asking 
our residents to share their roads with these mega-trucks in a pilot program represents an unacceptable level 
of risk. 

For the reasons outlined above, AAA opposes HCR 3001. 

Sincerely, 

Gene LaDoucer 
Public Affairs Director 

AAA-The Auto Club Group (ACG) is a membership based, non-profit corporation operating in fourteen 
states and two US Territories. It is one of the largest American Automobile Association (AAA) clubs in the 
United States with approximately 14 million members. ACG provides travel, insurance, automotive, and 
financial services to its members. In North Dakota, AAA – The Auto Club Group serves more than 69,000 
members and works to represent the interests of members and the traveling public in the state legislature. 

AAA-The Auto Club Group 
4950 13th Ave. S., Ste. 15 
Fargo, ND 58103-7268 

(701) 893-3759
eladoucer@acg.aaa.com
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2021 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Transportation Committee 
Fort Totten Room, State Capitol 

 
HCR 3001 
2/18/2021 

 
A concurrent resolution urging Congress to temporarily amend cargo carrying truck length 
and weight restrictions on state highways and interstates that are a part of the National 
Network to allow North Dakota and surrounding states to conduct a road train pilot 
program and to permanently amend the restrictions to allow road trains on the National 
Network highways and interstates if the pilot program is successful. 

 
Chair Clemens calls the meeting to order. Present are Chair Clemens, Vice Chair Fors, 
Senators Bakke, Conley, Dwyer, D. Larsen. [10:01] 
 
Discussion Topics: 

• Pilot program of Truck length & weight 
• Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
• Licensing of Drivers etc 

 
Senator Luick introduce the resolution [10:01] 
 
Senator O. Larsen oral testimony in favor [10:07] 
 
Arik Spencer oral testimony in favor [10:20] 
 
Emmery Mehlhoff ND Farm Bureau oral testimony in favor [10:22] 
 
Wayde Swenson answers questions [10:25] 
 
Senator O Larsen answers questions [10:25] 
 
Dustin Assel Staff Attorney ND Legislative Council Neutral #6874 [10:28] 
 
Wayde Swenson Office of Operations Director, NDDOT in favor #6859 [10:30]   
 
Senator O Larsen answers questions [10:38] 
 
Arik Spencer answers questions [10:42] 
 
 
Additional written testimony:  
 
Darren Schimke President Professional Fire Fighter of ND in opposition #6870 
 
James M Chase State Legis Dir SMART Transportation in opposition #6853 
 
Chair Clemens closes the public hearing [10:43] 
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Senator D. Larsen Motion do pass [10:49] 
Senator Dwyer second [10:50] 

Senators Vote 
Senator David Clemens Y 

Senator Robert Fors Y 

Senator Cole Conley Y 

Senator Michael Dwyer  Y 

Senator Doug Larsen  Y 

Senator JoNell Bakke Y 

 
Motion passed 6-0-0 [10:57] 
Senator Conley carries [10:57] 
 
 
Chair Clemens adjourns the meeting. [11:00] 
 
Sheldon Wolf, Committee Clerk 
 
 



Com Standing Committee Report Module ID: s_stcomrep_31_006
February 18, 2021 11:08AM  Carrier: Conley 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE
HCR  3001,  as  engrossed:  Transportation  Committee  (Sen.  Clemens,  Chairman) 

recommends  DO  PASS (6  YEAS,  0  NAYS,  0  ABSENT  AND  NOT  VOTING). 
Engrossed HCR 3001 was placed on the Fourteenth order on the calendar. 
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Prepared by the Legislative Council staff 
February 2021 

TESTIMONY - HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 3001  
SENATE TRANSPORTATION (FORT TOTTEN ROOM- 10:00 AM) 

FEBRUARY 18, 2021 
Chairman Clemens and members of the Senate Transportation Committee, good morning. For the record, my 

name is Dustin Assel. I am a staff attorney with the Legislative Council. I staffed the most recent interim Agriculture 
and Transportation Committee, which worked on, drafted, and recommended House Concurrent Resolution No. 
3001 (2021), which is before you today. This testimony for House Concurrent Resolution No. 3001 (2021) is 
provided in a neutral capacity. I am here only to provide background and information regarding the 
recommendations of the interim committee. 

The resolution was introduced by the Legislative Management at the request of the 2019-20 interim Agriculture 
and Transportation Committee. Section 2 of Senate Bill No. 2176 (2019) directed a study of the feasibility and 
desirability of creating a road train pilot program. The study included consultation with the department of 
transportation, highway patrol, agriculture commissioner, industrial commission, department of commerce, the 
upper great plains transportation institute, and the governor. The study was also required to include an assessment 
of the federal regulations impacting road train operations, the economic impact of permitting road train operations 
in the state, and the costs associated with implementing a road train pilot program. 

During the course of the study, the interim committee learned that road trains are trucking vehicles consisting of 
two or more connected trailers or semitrailers linked and hauled by a single operating prime mover or tractor unit in 
the front. Australia and several countries in Europe are using road trains as a way to move large amounts of freight 
and counteract a current shortage of CDL (commercial)-licensed truck drivers. The United States Department of 
Transportation Federal Highway Administration is responsible for certifying state compliance with federal standards 
regarding commercial motor vehicle (CMV) size and weight to preserve the nation's infrastructure and keep vehicles 
moving efficiently on the highways.  

Federal and state law places limits on the size and weight of motor vehicles allowed on the national network of 
highways. Cargo carrying length and weight on the national network are subject to federal limitations of 
approximately 100 feet and 80,000 gross pounds, depending on the truck configuration, and exceptions. North 
Dakota has grandfathered provisions, in Chapter 39-12 which allow trucks up to 110 feet and 105,500 pounds 
depending on truck configuration and roadway used. There is also a limited transportation network in the state 
which authorizes vehicles up to 129,000 pounds on certain routes. 

During the course of the interim committee's work on this topic, the committee received testimony indicating a 
road train pilot program may be a viable solution to the issue in the state regarding increased freight demands, a 
shortage of CDL drivers, and decreasing railroad availability by moving more freight with bigger trucking loads. The 
committee also received testimony from representatives of the Department of Transportation and the Highway 
Patrol regarding how an intrastate and interstate road train pilot program would operate, state and federal approvals 
required, concerns, and recommendations. The testimony indicated there are issues with attempting to implement 
a pilot program at this time because there are no mechanisms which allow trucks which are longer and heavier than 
those allowed under federal law to be operated on the national network due to federal restrictions on truck weights 
and lengths on the national network of highways. The testimony further indicated a pilot program could not currently 
be conducted on the national network using longer and heavier trucks unless federal restrictions are lifted or 
changed. The testimony indicated there is potential to allow longer and heavier trucks on state highways not 
connected to the national network and which do not receive any federal funding. However, according to the 
testimony, most of the roadways that could be authorized to allow longer and heavier trucks in the state are two-
lane highways with no shoulders, and because safety is a concern, a pilot program would be most beneficial on 
major roadways, which all are on the national network. There was also a concern with using heavier trucks on 
bridges which use a specific formula to calculate maximum weights based on truck length and axle configurations. 

#6874



   
 

North Dakota Legislative Council 2 February 2021 

The committee noted federal approval would be required in order for the state to be allowed to operate a pilot 
program which allows longer and heavier truck configurations on the national network than what are currently 
allowed by federal law. 

 
With the previously discussed background in mind, the interim committee recommended House Concurrent 

Resolution No. 3001 to urge congress to temporarily amend the weight and length restrictions on the national 
network to allow the state to conduct a road train pilot program, and to permanently amend the restrictions if the 
pilot program is successful. 

 
Mr. Chairman, that concludes the information I have prepared for you today on this resolution. 



SENATE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 
February 18, 2021 10:00 AM – Fort Totten 

North Dakota Department of Transportation 
Wayde Swenson, P.E., Office of Operations Director 

HCR 3001 – Road Train Pilot Program 

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.  I am Wayde Swenson, 
Office of Operations Director for the North Dakota Department of Transportation (DOT).  
I am here today to give testimony on House Concurrent Resolution 3001. 

I would like to bring to the committee’s attention that Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
Administration has concerns that there currently is not a mechanism to test or license 
the driver for “Road Train” truck combinations longer that the national standard of 
doubles or triples.  The ability to test or license drivers is not addressed in this 
resolution. 

This concludes by testimony, and I am available to answer questions the committee 
may have.  Thank you. 

#6859



Professional Fire Fighters of North 
Dakota 
Darren Schimke, President | 218-779-4122 | dschimke@wiktel.com 

2-17-21

Senate Transportation Committee, 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Transportation Committee, 

My name is Darren Schimke, President of the Professional Fire Fighters of North Dakota (PFFND). I 
represent 415 professional firefighters across our great state.  We appreciate the opportunity to provide 
testimony in opposition of HCR 3001. 

The PFFND understands that HCR 3001 is only requesting Congress to temporarily amend restrictions to 
conduct a road train pilot program on National Network highways and interstates.  The PFFND strongly 
believes that during this study, and afterwards, if approved, road trains will pose undue safety hazards to 
firefighters, EMT’s and paramedics while on these highways responding to emergency scenes and while 
on said scenes treating motor vehicle accident victims and/or individuals experiencing a medical 
emergency while traveling.  We base our opinion on actual incidences and near misses that have been 
witnessed throughout our State by our members.  We respond and do all types of “work” on these 
highways, the shoulders and ditches.  This work consists of vehicle fires, patient extrication, vehicle 
accident treatments and medical emergencies.    

All members of the PFFND are employed with Departments that have the National Network highways and 
interstates running through or near them or are at least part of their respective response areas.  This does 
not include the departments that provide patient transports.  These transports take our members not 
only throughout North Dakota but also into Montana, South Dakota and Minnesota.  An example would be 
Williston ND Fire/Ambulance conducting a patient transport from Williston, ND to Rochester, MN. 

We are not implying that the operators of road trains would be causing accidents throughout our State.  In 
fact, we believe that these operators are some of the best drivers in the country.  The fact is, 
circumstances present themselves and accidents occur.  Our State is considered rural by some but we are 
not as large and barren as the Australian Outback where these road trains are more common.  What we 
do have is more highway traffic then some of the Outback.  Some of our National Network highways are 
the main thoroughfare through cities and towns.  Additionally, our wind and snow conditions can be quite 
treacherous for large vehicles.  Again, it’s not necessarily the road train operators; it’s others that may try 
to pass these long vehicles through snow dust, heavy winds or just while climbing up a good old North 
Dakota mountain not knowing what is coming up on the other side. 

We respectfully request your consideration of a Do Not Pass recommendation regarding HCR 3001. 

Thank you, Darren Schimke 

#6870
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Testimony of Jim Chase  

Before the Senate Transportation Committee 

In Opposition to House Concurrent Resolution 3001 

February 18, 2021 

Chairman Clemens and honorable members of the Senate Transportation 

Committee, my name is Jim Chase. I represent SMART-Transportation Division of 

the International Association of Sheet Metal, Air, Rail, and Transportation 

employees. SMART is the largest rail labor union in North America. Our 

membership includes conductors, engineers, switchmen, trainmen and yardmasters; 

I am a locomotive engineer for BNSF Railway at Mandan. 

This written testimony is in opposition to House Concurrent Resolution 3001.   

HCR 3001 urges Congress to temporarily amend cargo carrying truck length and 

weight restrictions on state highways and interstates that are a part of the National 

Network to allow North Dakota and surrounding states to conduct a road train pilot 

program and to permanently amend the restrictions to allow road trains on the 

National Network highways and interstates if the pilot program is successful. 

Many concerns are unresolved in this resolution, in particular, the increased stress 

(and associated costs) on our roads and bridges and the safety of the traveling 

public who will be forced to interact with road trains in our state.  

Under HCR 3001, trucks would have no limits on weight and length other than they 

could not exceed the maximum weight per axle and length permitted now. 

Engineers estimate that the current interstate maximum, a five-axle rig weighing 

80,000 pounds, causes more damage to a highway than 5,000 cars. When the trucks 

are overloaded, as quite a few of them are, the damage is exponentially worse. 

Increasing a truck's weight to 90,000 pounds results in a 42 percent increase in road 

wear. Pavement designed to last 20 years wears out in seven. 

Road trains are currently used only in remote areas of Australia where there is 

little vehicular traffic, and they do not have the extreme weather challenges that we 

do in North Dakota.  

JIM CHASE 
State Legislative Director 

1910 N. 11TH ST., STE. 17 
BISMARCK, ND 58501 

(701) 223-0061 
utu4nd@gmail.com 

Transportation Division 
Dakotas Legislative Board 
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Testimony of Jim Chase 

HCR 3001 

Page 2 

 

 

If you’ve passed or been passed by freight companies pulling triple trailers in North 

Dakota, you know they sway under normal weather conditions. Now imagine 

passing even longer, heavier truck trailer combinations in windy or stormy weather. 

In addition, as temperatures rise in the summer, the oil in blacktop roads comes to 

the top, creating conditions mimicking ice which require increased stopping 

distances.  

 

Additional infrastructure will also be required for long road trains, including places 

to park these over-sized rigs, refuel, and provide rest stops for Hours of Service that 

are currently not available for long road trains. Who will bear the costs for these 

needed improvements? 

 

The nation's economy depends on trucking, but every method of shipment comes 

with a price. Heavier and longer trucks will make our roads and highways less safe 

for the general public and will have a very significant physical impact on our public 

roadways, with all costs ultimately being paid by taxpayers. I urge a do not pass on 

HCR 3001. 
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